Magnetglaze Sash Double Glazing Kit
Fitting Instructions

Tools Required
- Tape measure, pencil and a strong pair of scissors.

Step by Step Fitting Guide
1. Thoroughly clean and de-grease the window surround using the Surface Preparation Wipes
provided.
2. Cut and stick the black magnetic strip to the 3 edges of the glazing panel that will be stuck to
the window frame, repeat this step for both panels.
3. On the sheet that will NOT be removed as often, measure the gap on the open side between
the magnetic strips and cut a length of the flexible H section to this size.
4. Stick the adhesive tape onto the sheet between the magnetic strips, immediately next to the
edge and position the H section length over it. Make sure the narrow face is at the front.
5. Remove the self-adhesive backing from under the H section and press firmly into place.
6. Hold the jointed sheet up to the window (with assistance if required) and draw a pencil line
around the edge of the sheet onto the window frame.
7. Carefully cut and fit the white metal strip to the window surround, sticking it just inside the
pencil line.
8. Select the panel with the H section attached and offer this to the window and click into place.
Holding the other panel at an angle, insert the edge into the H section and gently push the
panel onto the metal strip.
9. Stick white metal strips around the front face of the static panel covering the magnetic tape
below. Fix this to the edges so that the other panel, when removed, can be placed onto this
for easy storage.
Measuring up for your 2mm Acrylic Pane
1. Measure the existing window pane, vertically and horizontally. This is the visible glass only
and does not include any frame.
2. Add 25mm to each measurement. This will give you the size of the area to be glazed. Also
ensure you have a minimum 19mm mounting surface on each side of your window.
3. You will require 2 lengths at measurement A + 25mm, and 2 lengths at measurement B for
your window (do not add 25mm to measurement B). Add these together for the amount of
Magnetglaze you will need.
4. Decide where in your glazing coverage you want the join, and cut or order your plastic sheets
accordingly. Considerations might include what can easily be reached when removing, and
where external window frames are, in order to line up the join with them.
Helpful Hints
For windows 1200mm x 1200mm or bigger we strongly recommend placing a couple of screws under
the glazing pane to support the sheet. This will prevent the sheet from slipping down and becoming
detached. Note that sash windows generally have a larger bottom frame than top frame.

Please note:
When removing one panel from the other it is possible to dislodge both. To avoid this, turn button clips
can be placed under the bottom panel to support it and help prevent slippage. Clips can be positioned
elsewhere, as required, but make sure the removable panel can still clip into place as necessary.
It is always best to remove double glazing in summer to allow ventilation.

